Course Title: Beginning Watercolor 2

Course Description:
Expand your painting experience as you develop your painting style. Instruction includes a variety of techniques such as wet on wet, dry on wet, resist methods, and more.

Suggested Course Prerequisite(s):

Materials Needed:

Course Objectives:
1. Use a variety of watercolor techniques
2. Name and choose color schemes and apply them appropriately
3. Incorporate the elements of design using still life, landscape, portrait or abstract themes
4. Understand value and it's relationship in composition
5. Identify common color theory, color schemes
6. Change the value of any color by shading, tinting, adding it's compliment and varying the amount of water
7. Apply color to a variety of paper surfaces to create various effects
8. Watercolor with better control and achievement through short exercises and assigned paintings

Certification Notes:

Next course recommendation:

Instructor Notes:

Textbook(s):

Lesson Plan – by week or session
Session 1: Introduction to numerous techniques
Demonstration and critique a finished painting at end of class
Session 2: Importance of a good composition
Composition and scale and balance
Complete a painting
Critique
Session 3: Color, from warm to cool, bright to dull
Mix combinations of colors, keeping painting clean and bright
Complete a painting
Critique
Session 4: VALUE
Develop individual styles
Session 5: New techniques: spray paint and pouring
Session 6: Continuing with the new techniques
Develop a strong center of interest

Session 7: Painting individual paintings, working with the student’s ideas.
Critique

Course Sessions: listed are a guideline to indicate all topics that will be covered during your course. Do not plan your personal calendar based on these sessions. Your instructor will give you a calendar for your class that will indicate specific topics, assignments, and days.

Method of Evaluation: Unless otherwise stated, course completion is evaluated on the basis of attendance. Students must be in attendance 90% of the class time in order to be considered a successful completer of the course.

Students must be in attendance 90% of each course in a certificate series for successful completion and to earn a certificate as specified.

Students must complete all courses (core and no. of elective courses needed) to complete a certificate series within two years from start date of the first course taken.

Americans with Disabilities Act: Collin College will adhere to all applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations and guidelines with respect to providing reasonable accommodations as required to afford equal opportunity. It is the student’s responsibility to contact the ACCESS office, SCC-G200 or 972.881.5898 (V/TTD: 972.881.5950) to arrange for appropriate accommodations. See the current Collin Student Handbook for additional information.
http://www.collin.edu/studentresources/personal/studenthandbook.aspx